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™

WELL CONSTRUCTION OPTIMIZATION PLATFORM

Centralizing real-time, multidisciplinary data
to achieve exceptional performance

STAY INFORMED
AT ALL TIMES WITH
FULL OPERATIONAL
TRANSPARENCY

INCREASE TEAM
PRODUCTIVITY
TO REDUCE TIME
AND COSTS

MAKE BETTER
DECISIONS BY
ENGAGING WITH
DATA AND ACROSS
DISCIPLINES

DELIVER THE
OPTIMAL WELL
WITHOUT ISSUES

MISSION
MISSION CONTROL
FOR YOUR RIGSITE OP E R ATIONS
CONTROL

The Centro well construction optimization
platform embodies the evolution of data
services. This state-of-the-art solution goes
beyond transferring information between
the rig and the office. Instead, it combines
cutting-edge data management, visualization,
A state-of-the-art digitalization solution, the Centro well construction optimization platform provides
and real-time engineering technologies—all
exceptional visibility and performance in your operations. The platform goes beyond transferring
from a single provider.
information between the rig and office. Instead, it centralizes data from different vendors, disciplines,

FOR YOUR
RIGSITE OPER ATIONS

and wells into one integrated, collaborative solution.
Centro builds on more than a decade of experience in real-time drilling services with cuttingedge capabilities. Open aggregation, advanced modeling, and live analytics combine to give you
instantaneous insights. As a result, you can stay ahead of downhole issues, identify opportunities for
cost reductions, and ultimately deliver the optimal well without negative impact.

TRUE REAL-TIME
ENGINEERING MODELS

HIGH-PERFORMANCE
DATA DELIVERY

CONTINUOUS
KPI MONITORING
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SMART ALGORITHM
AUTOMATION

SECURE CLOUD
STORAGE

V ISUA L I ZE
INSTANT ACCESS
ANYWHERE, ANYTIME

MULTIDOMAIN,
SINGLE DISPLAY

UNRIVALED WEB-BASED
E&P DATA VIEWER

CONNECT
Centro acquires high-resolution data from
multiple sources—including rigsite, offset well
databases, geological and geophysical data, and
even third-party applications. Then, it transfers
the data over a secure network to one centralized
repository hosted in our cloud or your own. From
there, multidisciplinary team members can easily
access, share, and store their relevant project
information—anytime, anywhere.
™

*WITSML is a trademark of Energistics.

WITH
DIVERSE DATA
Vendor-neutral aggregation supports highvolume WITS or WITSML data
™

Data synchronization covers multiple
domains, from mud logging, to drilling and
cementing
Robust infrastructure simultaneously
handles 100+ curves and wells
Sub-second data delivery provides highperformance and secure transmissio

VISUALIZE

FOR TOTAL TRANSPARENCY
Using an advanced yet user-friendly E&P data viewer,
Centro provides a virtual window into downhole
events as they happen. The web-based, customizable
interface lets each team member interact with
complex data sets, display advanced 2D and 3D
renderings across numerous wells, and communicate
regardless of individual location. Every second, the
entire asset team can know what is happening and
decide how to respond.

Multi-well status overview

Well correlation plot

Single, easy-to-use screen provides
simultaneous monitoring of multiple wells
Advanced 2D and 3D rendering integrates with
most data formats and operations
Customizable workspace minimizes the effort
to manage complex data sets
Instant messenger establishes a
communication channel specific to each well

3-D seismic visualization

PREDICT

FOR CONTINUOUS OPTIMIZATION
With automated and predictive capabilities,
the Centro platform helps to optimize your well
delivery results through on-the-go adjustments.
Features such as intelligent algorithms, smart
alerts, and real-time engineering models help
to simulate downhole conditions and anticipate
hazards before they become problems. While
these features improve operational performance,
they also reduce the need for continuous
monitoring to promote team productivity.

Intelligent algorithms automate hundreds
of calculations and decisions per minute
Basic or condition-based alarms alert global
team members to the corrective actions needed
Engineering models for hydraulics, torque
and drag, and vibration help to avoid hazards
and failures
Performance-tracking dashboards
identify gaps, address deficiencies,
and optimize KPI metrics

Empowerment
with Engineering Advisors
For customers without in-house teams, our highly
experienced drilling advisors interpret highvolume data and provide world-class guidance
on the best actions to take. These experts add
24/7 customer service to our Centro end-toend solution, which spans everything from data
aggregation, to synchronization, advanced
viewing, and real-time analytics.

MORE THAN A
DECADE DELIVERING
DATA SERVICES

110+ COMPANIES
SERVICED
WORLDWIDE

99.9% SYSTEM
UPTIME
IN 2019

CENTRALIZE YOUR REAL-TIME,
MULTIDISCIPLINARY DATA

To learn more about achieving
exceptional performance with our
Centro ™ well construction optimization platform,
please contact us.

WEATHERFORD.COM/CENTRO

CONNECT WITH WEATHERFORD
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